
How can I select the correct operation to use and 
solve a problem

I can decide if I need to use addition or subtraction. 
I can solve one-step word problems and talk about how I 
did. 



Double Trouble
Sit in a circle.

I will give the first person a 
starting number, e.g. 3.



Double Trouble
Sit in a circle.

From then on, the number will be 
doubled, e.g. 6, 12, 24.



Double Trouble
Sit in a circle.

If your number is more                
than 50, you are out. 



We’re off to the sporting event of the year.

Warming Up

What have you got in your RUCSAC to help you 
solve word problems on your day visit?

R U C S A C



Warming Up

Read the question. 
What is the important information?

READ



Warming Up

Understand the question. 
What do you need to find out?

UNDERSTAND



Warming Up

Choose the correct method of 
calculation and operation(s).

CHOOSE



Warming Up

Solve the problem. 
Make sure you follow the steps.

SOLVE



Warming Up

Answer the question. 
What were you meant to find out?

ANSWER



Warming Up

Check your answer. 
Use the inverse to check your working out. 

CHECK



Warming Up
During the season, Tomas scores 87 goals and Erica scores 65 goals. 

What is the total amount of goals they scored?

We are going to use RUCSAC to help solve the problem.



Warming Up
During the season, Tomas scores 87 goals and Erica scores 65 goals. 

What is the total amount of goals they scored?

First, we are going to 
read the problem.

Are there any words you 
don’t understand?



Warming Up
During the season, Tomas scores 87 goals and Erica scores 65 goals. 

What is the total amount of goals they scored?

Secondly, we are going to 
understand the problem, 

underlining any key words.

Which words do you 
think are key to solving 

the problem?



Warming Up
During the season, Tomas scores 87 goals and Erica scores 65 goals. 

What is the total amount of goals they scored?

After understanding the 
question, we are going to 

calculate the problem.

Which operation do we need 
to use to solve the problem?

Total is another word for 
addition. We need to add the 

numbers together.



Warming Up
During the season, Tomas scores 87 goals and Erica scores 65 goals. 

What is the total amount of goals they scored?

Next, we are going to 
solve the problem.

Which method could we use?

We could use column 
addition to help solve 

the problem.

8 7
6 5

1 5  2
1 1

+



Warming Up
During the season, Tomas scores 87 goals and Erica scores 65 goals. 

What is the total amount of goals they scored?

Next, we are going to 
answer the problem.

152 
goals



Warming Up
During the season, Tomas scores 87 goals and Erica scores 65 goals. 

What is the total amount of goals they scored?

Last of all, we are going to 
check the problem.

How could we check 
the answer?

We could check our 
calculation is correct using 
the inverse, or checking the 
answer using a calculator.

152
goals

152 – 87 = 65

152 – 65 = 87

The answer must 
be correct as the 
inverse is correct.



Warming Up
Helena completed the 500m race in 170 

seconds whilst Peter completed the 500m in 
310 seconds. What was the difference 

between the competitor’s time taken to 
complete the 500m race?

We are going to use RUCSAC to 
help solve the problem.

R U C S A C



Warming Up
Helena completed the 500m race in 170 

seconds whilst Peter completed the 500m in 
310 seconds. What was the difference 

between the competitor’s time taken to 
complete the 500m race?

First, we are going to 
read the problem.

Are there any words you 
don’t understand?



Warming Up
Helena completed the 500m race in 170 

seconds whilst Peter completed the 500m in 
310 seconds. What was the difference 

between the competitor’s time taken to 
complete the 500m race?

Secondly, we are going to understand the 
problem, underlining any key words.

Which words do you think are key 
to solving the problem?



Warming Up
Helena completed the 500m race in 170 

seconds whilst Peter completed the 500m in 
310 seconds. What was the difference 

between the competitor’s time taken to 
complete the 500m race?

After understanding the question, we 
are going to calculate the problem.

Which operation do we need to use 
to solve the problem?

Difference is another word for subtraction. 



Warming Up
Helena completed the 500m race in 170 

seconds whilst Peter completed the 500m in 
310 seconds. What was the difference 

between the competitor’s time taken to 
complete the 500m race?

Next, we are going to solve the problem.

Which method could we use?

We could use column subtraction to 
help solve the problem.

310
170
140

2 1

-



Warming Up
Helena completed the 500m race in 170 

seconds whilst Peter completed the 500m in 
310 seconds. What was the difference 

between the competitor’s time taken to 
complete the 500m race?

Next, we are going to answer the problem.

140 
seconds



Warming Up
Helena completed the 500m race in 170 

seconds whilst Peter completed the 500m in 
310 seconds. What was the difference 

between the competitor’s time taken to 
complete the 500m race?

Last of all, we are going to 
check the problem.

How could we check the answer?

We could check our calculation is correct 
using the inverse or checking the answer 

using a calculator.
140
seconds

140 + 170 = 310

The answer must be correct as 
the inverse is correct.



Hard



Harder



Hardest



Herculean


